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Luxury brands' digital offerings come up short of shoppers' expectations, at a time when 65 percent of millennial
and Generation Z consumers start their buying journeys online.

Forty percent of all luxury consumers begin their shopping journeys at physical stores, but online platforms are
increasingly becoming influential, according to a report from ecommerce software company Attraqt. T oo often,
luxury brands' Web sites and social media properties are not optimized to best serve consumers as they look to
make pricey purchases.
"T he luxury shopper journey is rapidly evolving," said Jon Stephens, director of customer experience at Attraqt,
London. "Luxury brands must act now to ensure that they evolve product inspiration and discovery into something a
bit less stuffy and much more immersive, personal and frictionless across all channels."
Attraqt's findings are based on a survey of 3,000 luxury and lifestyle retail shoppers across the United Kingdom,
France and United Arab Emirates.
Enhancing ecommerce
More than half of luxury consumers begin their shopping journeys online, with about a third of U.K. and UAE
shoppers favoring mobile devices and 37 percent of French respondents preferring desktops.
About one in three shoppers also use store or brand mobile applications, and 17 percent turn to Instagram as a
starting point. However, for 35 percent of consumers, the first time they view a brand's Instagram feed is through an
embedded feature on the company's Web site.
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Younger shoppers use Instagram as a discovery platform
Luxury consumers consider being able to easily find new products essential to quality online shopping
experiences.
Among the most useful features on brand sites or apps are product filters, wish lists and personalized product
recommendations based on previous searches. T wenty-nine percent of consumers also cited online product
reviews as most influential in making a luxury purchase.
Consumers are the least enthusiastic about visual search, product videos and voice-activated search. About a quarter
of shoppers, 26 percent, found editorials of trends or collections on brand Web sites to be helpful or engaging.
T he biggest frustrations for online shoppers are overly complicated menu and tab hierarchies, followed by limited
descriptions and imagery for products. Irrelevant search results or recommendations also hamper the online
shopping experience.
As younger luxury consumers are more likely to start their buying journeys online, they are also more discerning
about brands' digital offerings.
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For instance, 62 percent of millennial and Gen Z consumers find product filters useful greater than the general
population of luxury shoppers. Seventy percent of consumers in this demographic also consider social media
influential, and 48 percent would like social media feeds to be embedded on a brand's ecommerce site.
"T he importance of orchestrating a luxury shopping journey fit for the digital era connecting the customer with
relevant products and creating a series of wow' experiences to nurture a customer to a sale has never been more
important," Mr. Stephens said. "In the luxury market this means removing the data silos in their organization to
ensure they influence every touchpoint from the curated editorial content to the search and navigation process right
through to the packaging of the delivery and re-engagement."
Luxury online
High-end and luxury retailers have been experimenting with innovative ways to bridge the gap between in-store and
digital experiences.
For instance, ecommerce lifestyle retailer Yoox introduced a feature to its mobile application that uses artificial
intelligence to create a more engaging shopping experience.
Yoox, part of Yoox Net-A-Porter Group, launched YooxMirror, which features a collection of products organized
around fashion themes on a weekly basis. AI technology suggests specific items so users can create and view
stylish outfits before completing a purchase (see story).
T raditional retailers are also partnering with digital experts to enhance their offerings.
British department store Harrods is looking to more seamlessly serve consumers online through a partnership with
ecommerce group Farfetch.
As part of the new deal, Harrods will launch a new Web site in 2020 that will be powered by Farfetch Black & White
Solutions, the company's white label offering. With this partnership, Harrods is hoping to more thoroughly translate
its level of in-store service to its global digital audience (see story).
"Emotional connections with a brand need to be complemented by a series of logical and seamless discovery to
purchase micro-experiences," Attraqt's Mr. Stephens said. "Failure to understand unique shopper preferences and
behaviors at each of these moments leads to lost sales opportunities, something that will only get worse as the
younger buying segment grows."
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